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premier marketplace

Big Chill has added a Brushed Copper trim finish to 
its Classic Collection of 1930s-inspired appliances, 
infusing a warm metallic allure into the line’s industrial 
vibe. The line comprises a refrigerator, dishwasher, 
ranges, and hoods; appliance color options include 
white, matte black, French blue, stainless steel, cabernet, 
and cream, along with custom hues. 
bigchill.com 

DeWalt’s new Woodcutting Circular Saw Blades feature 
ToughTrack technology, a tooth design engineered 
to deliver straight, accurate cuts, plus ATB+R tooth 
grind that helps clear debris from the cutting channel; 
made with high-density tungsten carbide, the teeth are 
designed to resist wear. Other features include body 
slots to help reduce vibration, a reinforced shoulder 
for impact resistance and durability, and an anti-stick 
coating. The blades are available in sizes from 6-1/2 
inches to 8-1/4 inches. 
dewalt.com 

Vintage Chic

Minimalist yet dramatic, Icera’s new Canto vanity 
features a distinctive angled profile set off with 
striking metal trim. The furniture-style vanity, 
which is made with solid wood, features two soft-
close drawers and a natural marble countertop. 
Vanity color options include deep blue, matte 
black, white, ocean grey, walnut brown, and 
espresso. 
icerausa.com 

A Cut Above

Contemporary Cool
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Light the Way

Building pros can use their smartphones to control 
the Bosch GLI18V-1200C 18V Connected LED Area 
Light with Bluetooth, including powering on and 
off, adjusting brightness level, setting a timer, and 
checking the battery. The light is powerful enough to 
put out 1,200 lumens, yet is still compact enough to 
be a carry-on light. Other features include a fade-in 
function, protective roll cage, and five setup positions. 
It uses Bosch’s 18-volt rechargeable battery; the battery 
will last 10.6 hours with the light at full brightness. 
boschtools.com 

Schluter Systems is making it easier to create a cohesive 
look by expanding the color options for its Schluter-
Dilex floor and perimeter movement joint profiles 
for tile installations. The four new colors—Dark 
Anthracite, Grout Grey, Stone Grey, and Cream—bring 
the total number of hues to 10. Installers can match 
popular grout colors to blend the movement joint in 
seamlessly, or create contrast for a bold statement. 
schluter.com 

Match Game

ThinScape Performance Tops from Wilsonart 
are European-inspired, highly durable, ultra-thin 
countertops, created in response to trends toward 
thinner, modern profiles. The collection includes 12 
slim decorative slabs in large-scale stone and quartz 
designs such as Calcutta Blanc, Italian Carrara, 
Distressed Pine, and Spanish Limestone. The surfaces 
are easy to clean and are impact-, scratch-, and 
moisture-resistant. 
wilsonart.com 

Slim and Trim

premier marketplace

New Products Marketplace is compiled by Katy 
Tomasulo, a building products content marketing 
specialist based in Bainbridge Island, Washington n


